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2014 season

The Sydney Symphony Orchestra presents

BRASS FOR
THE COMMON MAN
SSO Brass Ensemble
Michael Mulcahy conductor

WEDNESDAY 6 AUGUST | 7PM
VERBRUGGHEN HALL
SYDNEY CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC

AARON COPLAND (1900–1990)
Fanfare for the Common Man

THURSDAY 7 AUGUST | 7PM
WOLLONGONG TOWN HALL

SAMUEL BARBER (1910–1981)
Mutations from Bach

FRIDAY 8 AUGUST | 7PM
CHRIST CHURCH CATHEDRAL
NEWCASTLE

MICHAEL TILSON THOMAS (born 1944)
Street Song
INTERVAL

MATTHEW HINDSON (born 1968)
An Australian Fanfare for CAS*
EINOJUHANI RAUTAVAARA (born 1928)
A Requiem in Our Time
Hymnus
‘Credo et dubito’
Dies Irae
Lacrymosa

SATURDAY 9 AUGUST | 11.30AM
BROKENWOOD
HUNTER VALLEY
Estimated durations:
4 minutes, 6 minutes, 17 minutes,
20-minute interval,
(4 minutes*), 11 minutes, 14 minutes
The concert will conclude at
approximately 8.30pm (1pm Saturday).

PAUL TERRACINI (born 1957)
Concerto for Brass
Allegro barbaro
Pange Lingua
Presto
* Wednesday 6 August only
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ABOUT THE MUSIC

Brass for the Common Man
So synonymous is Copland with the phrase ‘common man’,
it’s easy to forget that Copland didn’t coin the term. That
honour belongs to Vice President Henry Wallace. In his
speech, ‘Century of the Common Man’, Wallace implored
Americans to embrace the war effort:
The people are on the march toward even fuller freedom
than the most fortunate peoples of the earth have hitherto
enjoyed…I say that the century on which we are entering –
the century which will come out of this war – can and must
be the century of the common man.
This speech would have appealed to Copland’s communist
sympathies. At the time, Copland was one of 17 composers
commissioned by Eugene Goossens to write a stirring fanfare
in support of the war effort. Copland initially considered the
more conventional title ‘Fanfare for the Paratroopers’ but
quickly began to pursue more abstract ideas. Inspired by the
Vice President’s words, he eventually arrived at Fanfare for
the Common Man.
Most of the other commissioned fanfares followed
convention: adopting moderate to rapid tempos, with a
reliance on melodic flourishes and rolling snare drums.
Copland’s contribution was different.
His score calls for a ‘very deliberate’ tempo, resulting in a
rather solemn mood throughout – quite the opposite of a
traditional fanfare, with its military or regal associations and
flourishing gestures. Repeated statements of the main theme
drift along in surprising combinations, making Copland’s
fanfare uniquely compelling.
Copland took what could have been a forgettable
commission and created something entirely inimitable.
Samuel Barber’s Mutations from Bach, on the other hand,
was conceived in different circumstances.
Barber’s life of popular acclaim, fuelled by the success of
his Adagio for Strings, came undone in 1966. Following the
overwhelmingly negative response to his third opera, Anthony
and Cleopatra, Barber struggled with alcoholism, depression
and creative block. In 1967, he told Eugene Ormandy,
conductor of the Philadelphia Orchestra, he was done with
orchestral commissions: ‘I have fulfilled so many of them,
but now want to compose what I want on my own time, be it
48 preludes and fugues for piccolo!’

‘You compose because
you want to somehow
summarise in some
permanent form your
most basic feelings
about being alive, to set
down...some sort of
permanent statement
about the way it feels
to live now, today.’
AARON COPLAND
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In Barber’s struggle we see the struggle of the common
man. Barber’s composition of the period, characterised by
shorter, simpler musical forms, is born from this change
in his mental state. From 1966 onwards, much of Barber’s
music would struggle to take shape, but those works he
did complete lack none of the beauty and grace that
characterises his oeuvre. Mutations from Bach is Barber
composing what he wants, in his own time, simply exploring
the music of his favourite composer.
At the centre of the work is the plainsong ‘Christ, Thou
Lamb of God’, which Barber mutates across three-and-a-half
centuries of harmonic invention. Joachim Decker’s setting of
the chant, dating from 1604, begins the piece, before Bach’s
brighter and richer harmonisation is heard, borrowed from
the final movement of his Cantata No.23. Barber then mutates
from one Bach setting to another, pivoting into Bach’s Choral
Prelude for organ No.21, harmonising the theme in canon.
Finally, Barber takes Bach’s original harmonisation and
arranges it for a muted trumpet in its highest register over
a solo horn, before returning to Decker’s original setting.
In Bach’s day, chorales were one of the few types of music
that everyone could participate in – effectively music for
the common man. Flash forward two centuries later and
the amount of music by and for the common man has grown
significantly, a development that Michael Tilson Thomas
embraces with Street Song.
The first part of Street Song draws on the gamut of musical
history, freely mixing Mediæval, contemporary, Eastern and
Western harmonies, with a distinctive, start-stop activity.
The second part draws upon folk elements and integrates
them with dissonant harmonies. In fact, Tilson Thomas
intends that, over the course of the work, his dissonant
harmonies will normalise in your ears and begin to sound
consonant. In his own note, Tilson Thomas says the third part
of Street Song takes on a jazzier feel, but not as you might
expect. Don’t listen expecting to hear jazz standards or
popular music quotations, but if you listen closely you might
be able to feel a slight swing permeating through the music,
and ever-so-subtle allusions to the world of jazz and popular
music. Street Song rejects the kind of bold, definitive finale
we hear in Copland, approaching musical resolution from the
perspective of ‘a musician who after many after-hour gigs,
greets the dawn’.
Just as the music of Copland is associated with the sound
of America, so Einojuhani Rautavaara’s music has become

‘I find it ironic...that two
of the most American
pieces of classical
music, Fanfare for the
Common Man and
Appalachian Spring,
were written by
Aaron Copland – a gay,
Jewish, left-wing
composer.’
MICHAEL TILSON THOMAS

In the concert on 6 August at
the Sydney Conservatorium, we
are performing a short fanfare
by Matthew Hindson, professor
and chair of the Composition
and Music Technology unit.
An Australian Fanfare for CAS
was commissioned by the
Combined Associated Schools
for their centenary celebrations
and first performed by an
ensemble of talented students;
this is its professional
premiere. The fanfare was
inspired by Peter Sculthorpe’s
connection with indigenous
people and their music, and
pays homage to the long
custodianship of Australia by
aboriginal people, and the
importance of their culture.
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associated with the sound of Finland. It was A Requiem in
Our Time that put Rautavaara on the musical map; although
he was still a student at the time, the award-winning work
launched Rautavaara’s professional career shortly before he
travelled to America to study with a number of notable
composers, including Aaron Copland.
A Requiem in Our Time is probably as far removed from
a traditional requiem as you could get: there are no voices
and no liturgical texts. Heavily indebted to the neoclassical
techniques of Stravinsky and the modernist composers of
the mid-20th century, the jovial opening, Hymnus, is almost
a fanfare of its own, a shock if you’ve been expecting a
sombre beginning. The pace doesn’t let up in the second
movement, ‘Credo et dubito’ (I believe and I doubt), where
a lively and angular melody, voiced by muted trumpet and
muted horn, dissolves into, and reforms out of, the massed
chords of the ensemble. The third movement draws on the
plainchant of the Dies irae, a theme that’s been used by
everyone from Bach to Berlioz and Rachmaninoff. Rautavaara
gives it to a trumpet and places it among swirling brass,
evoking the mood of the opening. The final movement,
Lacrymosa, embraces a feel more suited to a requiem, as a
gentle theme floats through a wash of sound, tearfully fading
away to nothing.
Although the words ‘our time’ have an inclusive overtone,
not dissimilar to Copland’s ‘common man’, the most notable
element of Rautavaara’s title is that it is a requiem ‘in our
time’, as distinct to ‘for our time’: a requiem ‘in Our Time’, as
needed. Rautavaara dedicated the piece to his late mother,
and offers it to us, to use as we see fit – an offering to the
common man in his time of need.
Paul Terracini’s Concerto for Brass highlights its composer’s
fascination with the ‘noble sound’ of the brass ensemble.
Suggestions of the harmonic minimalism in the final
movement of Rautavaara’s Requiem, and the articulated
shifts of energy in Tilson Thomas’s Street Song, can be felt in
the concerto’s first movement. Barber’s settings of religious
plainchant are sensed in the second movement, as Terracini
applies his own interpretation of St Thomas Aquinas’s Pange
Lingua. The final movement, readily accessible in style, draws
to a dramatic finale – offering us a final piece of ‘brass for
the common man’.
SAM GILLIES, AYO MUSIC PRESENTATION FELLOW
SYDNEY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA © 2014

‘If an artist is not a
modernist when he is
young, he has no heart.
And if he is a modernist
when he is old, he has
no brain.’
EINOJUHANI RAUTAVAARA

For more information about the
orchestra and our concerts, and to sign
up for our e-newsletter Stay Tuned, visit
www.sydneysymphony.com

Join us on Facebook:
facebook.com/sydneysymphony
Follow us on Twitter:
twitter.com/sydsymph
Watch us on YouTube:
youtube.com/sydneysymphony
Download our mobile app:
sydneysymphony.com/
mobile_app
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ABOUT THE MUSICIANS

Michael Mulcahy conductor
Michael Mulcahy began studying trombone with
his father, Jack Mulcahy, and completed his
studies with Baden McCarron (SSO), and Geoffrey
Bailey at the Sydney Conservatorium. He has
held principal positions with the Tasmanian,
Melbourne and Cologne Radio symphony
orchestras, and in 1989 Georg Solti appointed
him to his current post with the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra. He is also principal
trombone with Music of the Baroque (Chicago)
and the Grand Teton Music Festival, and has
appeared as a concerto soloist with orchestras
worldwide.
His interest in conducting was sparked by an
invitation from Westdeutscher Rundfunk to
direct a concert of music of Arvo Pärt in 1987.
Since then he has served as assistant conductor

for the Civic Orchestra of Chicago, and he
conducts regularly for the Music at the Millenium
and Composer Perspectives festivals. Other
conducting engagements have taken him to
Japan and Denmark.
He is Professor of Music at Northwestern
University and has held lecturing and artist-inresidence posts at the Canberra School of Music,
Indiana University and Florida State University.
He has also taught and conducted at Daniel
Barenboim’s East West Divan workshop and
served as Music Director for AYO’s National Music
Camp.
In 2012, with Nick Byrne and Scott Kinmont,
he released the album Full Circle, a collection of
music by Australian composers. He previously
conducted the SSO Brass Ensemble in 2012.

SSO Brass Ensemble
Formed in 1997, the Sydney Symphony
Orchestra Brass Ensemble comprises many of
Australia’s finest brass players, drawn from the
brass section of the Sydney Symphony
Orchestra.
Varying in size from a quintet to a full brass
section of 16, the ensemble has a repertoire
that ranges from music of the Renaissance to
contemporary composers, including specially
commissioned works from Australian composers
such as Matthew Hindson, Nigel Westlake and
Ross Edwards.
In addition to performances in Sydney, the
Brass Ensemble tours regularly throughout New
South Wales and in most seasons appear in the
SSO’s subscription series.

HORNS
Robert Johnson

TROMBONES
Ronald Prussing

PRINCIPAL

PRINCIPAL

Euan Harvey
Marnie Sebire
Rachel Silver

Scott Kinmont

TRUMPETS
David Elton

PRINCIPAL BASS TROMBONE

PRINCIPAL

Paul Goodchild
ASSOCIATE PRINCIPAL

Anthony Heinrichs
Peter Miller*
Josh Rogan*

ASSOCIATE PRINCIPAL

Nick Byrne
Christopher Harris
EUPHONIUM
Scott Kinmont
TUBA
Steve Rossé
PRINCIPAL

TIMPANI
Richard Miller
PRINCIPAL

* = GUEST MUSICIAN
PETER MILLER APPEARS COURTESY
OF THE WEST AUSTRALIAN
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

PERCUSSION
Timothy Constable
Mark Robinson
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